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The cover picture on this Town Report depicts the Chichester
RR. Station around the year 1900.
You can note on the ground are two cannon as they were
delivered by rail and are the two cannon now displayed infront ofthe
Town Hall.
The Suncook Valley R.R. was completed in 1869 and ran
through the valley for 83 years ending its operation in 1952.
Although the Suncook Valley R.R. line ran on theEast side ofthe
Suncook River, Chichester Depot was on the North side ofDepot
Road, near the home of Elbridge Bartlett. All mail, express and
passenger servicefor Chichester used this terminal as the Chichester
Depot.
Infurther examination ofthepicture, the two cannon can be seen
on the ground by the station walkway.
In 1900 two government surplus cannon of 1840 vintage were
ordered by Mr. Arthur Blackman grandfather of Mr. George
Blackman who now lives on theBlackman Farm on Blackman Road.
These cannon were shipped by railroad to Chichester and have
since been on display in front ofthe Chichester Town Hall.
On the eve ofJuly 4 in about 1928-30 some young men in town
loaded these cannon and the one facing West was fired breaking
windows in the nearby Church. These young men hastly departed
leaving the other cannon loaded which was defused the following
day. This was probably the only time these cannon were everfired.
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EDWARD AND KATHRYN MEEHAN
1987 CITIZENS OF THE YEAR
The recipients of the Citizen of the Year Award are Edward and Kathryn Meehan. The award is given to recognize
involvement with the youth of Chichester.
Kathy is currently an Assistant Brownie Leader, the Editor of the PTO Newsletter and a volunteer at Chichester
Central School Library.
Edward is Vice-President of the Chichester Youth Baseball Association and will coach the Babe Ruth League this
season for his second time.
Ed and Kathy were both deeply involved with Chichester Cub Scout Pack 85 for three years. The first year Kathy
served as Den Leader and the following two years as Cubmaster. Ed served as Webelos Leader for three years.
The Meehans have donated many hours to enrich the lives ofChichester's youth. For this we are all grateful and wish to
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Library Trustees
BARBARA FRANGIONE Term Expires 1988
HANNAH WEST Term Expires 1 989
CANDICE BREHM Term Expires 1990
Trustees of Trust Funds
JAMES WELCH Term Expires 1988
KENNETH KNIGHT Term Expires 1989
DEXTER HEDSTROM Term Expires 1990
Budget Committee








STANLEY BREHM. Chairman Term Expires 1 990
DANIEL VANKEUREN Term Expires 1988
JOHN SATURLEY Term Expires 1 988
SCOTT TEPPER Term Expires 1 989
BILL HARDIMAN Term Expires 1 990
JAMES WELCH. Alternate Term Expires 1988
GERRY EASSON. Alternate Term Expires 1 988
WALTER SANBORN. Ex-officio Term Expires 1 988
Conservation Commission
ALLEN MAYVILLE Term Expires 1 988
FRANK B. HATCH. JR Term Expires 1989
JOANNA M. McINTOSH Term Expires 1 990
Cemetery Commission
E. SCOTT EDMUNDS WALTER SANBORN
EDWARD FREKEY KENNETH KNIGHT
LINWOOD MARDEN JAMES WELCH
Board of Adjustment
FRED SHAW. Chairman Term Expires 1988
EDWIN WATERS Term Expires 1 988
PAUL TWOMEY Term Expires 1 989
JAMES LANAHAN Term Expires 1990
RICHARD PHELPS Term Expires 1990
STANLEY BREHM, Alternate Term Expires 1989
SELECTMEN MEET 1st and 3rd TUESDAY
OF EACH MONTH AT THE TOWN HALL
7 P.M. - 9 P.M. By Agenda
Call Selectman's Secretary for Appointment - 798-5350
TOWN CLERK HOURS
Tuesday & Wednesday - 10 A.M^to 5 P.M.
Thursday 6 P.M. to 8 P.M.
JUDY KENNEALLY - 798-5808
TAX COLLECTOR HOURS
Tuesday 1 P.M. to 5 P.M.
Thursday 6 P.M. to 8 P.M.
EVELYN PIKE - 798-4808
POLICE 225-5006




















TOWN MEETING MINUTES 1987
AT THE APPOINTPH) TIME AND PLACE, MODERATOR, JOHN SARGENT, CALLED THE MEETING TO ORDER.
REVEREND FRANKLIN PARKER OFFERED PRAYER. A MOTION WAS MADE AND SECONDED TO TAKE UP ARTIQ.E
3 ON SATURDAY. MARCH 14, 1987 . AT 10:00 AM THE POLLS WERE DEQ.ARED OPEN TO VOTE.
THE DAY WAS COLD AND WINDY. THERE WERE 323 VOTERS. THE GRANGE SERVED LUNCH AND SUPPER.
POLLS WERE COLSED AT 6:00PM AND AFTER SUPPER BALLOTS WERE COUNTED.
ARTICLE I ARTICLE II
ELECTION RESULTS:
SELECTAN FOR 3 YEARS
Dennis Call






It wns moved by Dennis Call nnd seconded by Kenneth Knight to put the budpet en the floor,
to be reviewed by line item.
Line 31: The amount of $28,818.00 will be changed to $25,818.00. (Error.)
Line 32: Moved and seconded to increase the budget by $400.00. (Omitted)
I, Donald Franglone, move the sura of $344,072.75 be appropriated to drfrny the Town charges
as printed In the 1987 Town budget. Adjusted by any changes voted at Town meeting and
all moneys, known or estimated to be received from sources other than property taxes shall
be applied against the said appropriation and the resulting balance raised by local
property taxes.
Seconded by Dennis Call.
ARTICLE IV
To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen and the Town Treasurer to borrow
a sum or sums of money not to exceed in the aggregate more than 757. of the anticipated
amount to be collected in taxes for the current municipal year and to issue negotiable notes
therefore, said notes to he paid in 1987, from taxes collected during the current year.
The motion was made by Ted Bailey and seconded by John Saturley. PASSED.
ARTICLE V
To se if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to apply for, accept and expend
money from the State, Federal or another governmental unit or private source which
becomes available during the year in accordance with the procedures set forth in
RSA 31:95b.
The motion was made by Donald Franglone and seconded by Carol Knight. PASSED
ARTICLE VT
To see If the Town will vote to allow a 27. discount on all property taxes paid within
thirty days after presentation of the tax bill.
The motion was made Jay Hendee and seconded by Paul Dandurand. PASSED
ARTiaE VII
To see if the Town will vote to authorise the Selectmen to dispose of land acquired by
tax deed from the Tax Collector.
The motion was made by Donald Franglone and seconded by Dennis Call. PASSED
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ARTICLE VIII
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum not to exceed one hupdrcH
thousand dollars ($100,000.00) as the Towns share for the purchase of a new INCINERA lOP,
at the Pittsfleld Facility. Loan to be paid over a five year period $20,000.00 plus
Interest, payments to be as follows: 1st year $27,000.00, 2nd yeir $25,600.00, 3rd vp.ir
$24,200.00, 4th year $22,800.00, 5th year $21,400.00.
The motion was mude by Carol Knlp,ht and seconded by Dennis Call.
A motion was made by David Sills and seconded by Ted B.Tlley to amend the article to read:
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum not to exceed one hundred
thousand dollars ($100,000.00) as the Towns share for the purchase cf a new INCINERATOR
at the Pittsfleld Facility. PASSED
ARTICLE IX
To see if the Town will vote to adopt THE WELFARE CIIIDEI.INES as prepared by the New
Hampshire Municipal Association.
The motion was made by Carol Knight and seconded by Ted P.ailey. PASSED
ARTICLE X
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum not to exceed seventeen
thousand dollars ($17,000.00) and authorize the withdrawal of this sum from the federal
Revenue Sharing Fund established under provisions of the State and Local Assistance Act
of 1972, for use as set off against budgeted appropriations for the following priori tv
purposes and in the amounts indicated:
1. Kijlleys Corner Road Bridge $ 4,000.00
2. Grange Hall Improvements 8,000.00
3. Capital Improvement Plan 5,000.00
TOTAL AUTHORIZED $17,000.00
A motion to pass over this article was made by Richard Lemmon and seconded by Kenneth Kn i p,h t
.
to be reconsidered after article 15,16,17.
PA SSF.D Ovr.R
ARTICLE XI
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum not to exceed eight hundred
dollars ($800.00) to use this eight hundred ($800.00) for Insurance to increase the tax
collectors salary. REQUESTED BY THE TAX COLLECTOR
A motion was made by Evelyn Pike and seconded by Carol Knight.
Amended to read :
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum not to exceed eight hundred
dollars ($800.00) to use this eight hundred ($800.00) for health insurance to increase the
tax collectors salary. REQUESTED BY THE TAX COLLECTOR
The motion to amend was made by Frank Hatch and seconded by James Kelley.
PASSED
ARTICLE XII
To see if the Town will vote to raise ;ind appropriate the sum not to exceed seventy
five thousand dollars (575,000.00) for the purchase of a new rescue vehicle. Money to
b« rni^ed tn tbe followtiiK, m.tnnf^r : $8,500.00 to he nccppfotl frnm tjie Rescup Squad n r, .1
donntlon, $5,000.00 to bo trnn-iferred from the Rescue Vohtcle Cipital Reserve FuntI ,
$12,300.00 to be raised from current year taxes, and to authorize the Selectmen to
Issue serial notes for the remaining $49,200.00 payable In equal Installments In the vrnr"
1988, 1989, 1990 and 1991. RKQUESTED BY THE CHICHESTER FIRE DEPARTMENT - EMEKCE>;CY
MEDICAL SQUAD.
The motion was made by Dennis Call and seconded by Stanley Brehm.
Paper ballot yes - 53 no - 36 2/3 vote required. DF.FFJ^TF,D
ARTia.E XIII
To see If the Town will vot.o to raise and appropriate the sum not to exceed nine iiundred
forty two dollars ($942.00) so that the Road Agent will be covered by Insurance. This is
for a single membership to Blue Cross/Bl-ue Shield.




To see If the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum not to exceed two Thousand
eight hundred twenty six dollars ($2826.00) so that the Selectmen will be covered by
Insurance. This Is for n single membership to Blue Cross/Blue Shield. Should the memlier
of the Board be already covered by this insurance, the unexpended funds will revert back
to the general fund.





To see If the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum not to exceed thirty five
thousand dollars ($35,000,00) for replacement of the Kelley Corner Road bridge. $4,000.00
to be taken from Revenue Sharing, $6,000.00 from current year taxes and the remainder
$25,000.00 to be borrowed and paid back over a five (5) year period.
he motion was made by Earl Weir and seconded by Donald Franglone to pass over this article,
PASSED
ARTICLE XVI
To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to establish a CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT
PLAN. (Sum not to exceed $5,000.00. unds to come from Revenue Sharing Account.)
The motion was made by John Saturley and seconded by James Welch.
Amended to read :
To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Planning Board to establish a CAPITAL
IMPROVEMENT PLAN. (Sum not to exceed $5,000.00, Funds to come from Revenue Sharing
Account .
)




To see If the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum not to exceed one
thousand one hundred thirty five dollars ($1,135.00) as the Town shar'? of memhership diio<:
in the Central New Hampshire Regional Planning Commission.
The motion was made hv Jane Welch and seconded hy Richard I.pmmon .
ARTICLE X
PASSED
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum not to exceed seventeen
thousand dollars ($17,000.00) and authorize the withdrawal fo this sum from the Federal
Revenue Sharing Fund established under provisions of the State and Local Assistance Act
of 1972, for use as set off against budgeted appropriations for the following priority
purposes and in the amounts indicated:
1. Kelleys Corner Road Bridge $4,000.00
2. Grange Hall Improvements $8,000.00
3. Capital Improvement Plan $5,000.00
TOTAL AUTHORIZED $17,000.00
The motion to reconsider article 10 was made hy Richard Lcmmon and Kenneth Knight.
Amended to read:
To see If the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum not to exceed seventeen
thousand dollars ($17,000.00) and authorise the withdrawal of this sum from the Federal
Revenue Sharing Fund established under provisions of the State and Local Assistance Act
of 1972, for use as set off against budgeted appropriations for the following priority
purposes and in the amounts Indicated:
1. Grange Hall Improvements $8,000.00
2. Capital Improvement Plan $5,000.00
TOTAL AUTHORIZED $13,000.00
The motion to amend was made by Edward Frekey and seconded by Paul Dandurand.
PASSED
ARTICLE XVIII
sTo see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of eight thousand dollars
($8,000,00) For improvements to the Grange Hall; ie septic system, toilet facilities,
etc. and to authorize the withdrawal of this sum for this purpose from th.e Federal
Revenue Sharing Fund.
The motion was made by Barbara Frangione and seconded by Brenda Frekey.
PASSED
ARTICLE XIX
To see if the Town will vote to instruct the Town's representatives to the Court to take
all necessary measures to insure that no low level radiactive waste from the Scabrnok
nuclear plant shall be stroed or disposed of within this town of Chichester unless and
until the proposed site of the proposed storage or disposal has been approved by the
II
voters of rim I'own .it tlie Anmi.il Town MeetlriK by wrirten b.iUot. P.Y rKTITTON FROM
TOWN RF.SIDFN'TS.
The motion vns nwlc by Robsrt Wlllinms and seconded by Donald Frnnpione.
Amended to re.nd :
To see if th" Town vill vote to instruct the Town's representatives to the Court 'o tnke
all nccess.irv measures to insure that no low level radioactive waste shall be stored or
disposed of vithin a this town of Chichester unless and until the proposed site of rlio
proposed storage or disposal has been approved by the voters of the Town at Tlie Annual
Town Meeting by written ballot. BY PETITION FROM TOWN RESIPFNTS.
The motion to amend was made by many.
ARTICl-E XX
PASSED
To transact any other business that may legally come before said meeting.
A rising vote of thanks to Llnwood Rirden for serving as Selectman.
Discussion as to why we passed over article 14.
The motion to adjourn was made by Donald Frangione and seconded by Paul Dandurand.
PASSED
The meeting was adjourned at 2:33 pm.
Submitted by N^-^T-'-^'T-^ X/r^VU
Judy klrrnearty T/C
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THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
THE POLLS WILL BE OPEN FROM 10 00AM TO 6 00PM
TOWN OF CHICHESTER
WARRANT
To the Inhabitants of the Town of Chichester in the County of Merrimack in
said 5tate, qualified to vote in Town Affairs
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall in said Chichester on
Tuesday, the 8th day of March, next at lOOO of the clock in the
forenoon, to act upon the following subjects,
1
.
To choose all necessary Town Officers for the year ensuing.
2. To see if the Town will vote to amend certain sections of the Town
Zoning Ordinances and Building Regulations.
To the Inhabitants of the Town of Chichester/ New Hampshire in the County
of Merrimack in said State: To amend certain sections of the Town Zoning




Pursuant to authority conferred by Chapter 672 et seq/ N.H. Revised
Statutes Annotated/ and subsequent amendments thereto and for the purpose
of promoting the health/ safety/ and welfare of the inhabitants/ and preserving
the values and charm now attached to the Town the following ordinance
is hereby adopted as ainended by the Town of Chichester/ New Hampshire/
in town meeting convened.
PROPOSES CHANGE:
Pursuant to authority conferred by Chapter 672 et seq/ N.H. Revised
Statutes Annotated/ and subsequent amendments thereto and for the purpose
of preserving the values and character now attached to the Town/ and to
promote the health, safety/ and welfare of the inhabitants/ and secure
safety from fires/ panic/ and other dangers; also to minimize congestion
in the streets/ and prevent the overcrowding of the land/ and to avoid
uncJue concentration of population/ and facilitate the adequate provision
of water/ sewerage/ schools/ transportation/ and recreational facilities/
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aiiJ to diouc'c r.he proper u:ie ot natural i:e:iOurces< the toliowing ocdiriaiict
ij h^^L'eby a^iopted as ajnended by the Town of Chichester, Nc-w Hampshire/
in town iiitietiny convened.
ARTICLE II
Establistiiaent of Districts
C. Zoning M^p- Presently reads:
The locations and boundaries of the zoning districts are shown on
"The Zoning Map" of the Town of Chichester/ N.H. dated March/ 1978/ and
signed and certified by the Town Clerk/ which is part of this ordinance.
C. Zoning Map- Proposed Change:
The locations and boundaries of the zoning districts are shown on
"The Zoning Map" of the Town of Chichester/ N.H. dated March/ 1978/ arid
signed and certified by the Town Clerk and is a part of this ordinance.
The locations and boundaries of the zoning districts OSW/ OSS/ RA and
R are taken from and coincide- with the soil lines shown in the Merrimack
County Soil Survey/ issued June/ 1965.
OSW- CONVERSATION - OPEN SE^ACE - WETLANDS
AgA & AgB- Au Ores fine sandy loam/ to 8% slopes
AuB- Au Ores loamy sand/ to 8% slopes
Lm- Limerick silt loam/ high bottom
Mh- Marsh
Mn- Mixed alluvial land
Mp- Muck and Peat
Of- Ondawa fine sandy loam
Oh- Ondawa fine sandy loam/ high bottom
Po- Podunk fine sandy loam
RdA & RdD- Ridgebury and Whitman very stony loams/ to 8% slopes
Ru- Ruiiiney fine sandy loam
Sa- Saco silt loam
Sc- Scarboro fine sandy loam
Sy- Suncook loamy sand
OSS- CONSERVATION - OPEN SPACE - STEEPLANDS
GcD- Gloucester sandy loam/ 15 to 25% slopes
GrD & GrE- Gloucester very stony sandy loam/ 15 to 60% slopes
HrE- Hinckley gravelly loamy anad/ 15 to 60% slopes
PnD & PnE- Paxton very stony loam, 15 to 60% slopes
ShD- Shapleigh- Gloucester very rocky sandy loams / 15 to 25% slopes
SoD & SoE- Shapeleigh- Gloucester extremely rocky sandy loam/ 8 to 60% slopes
WdE- Windsor loajtiy sand/ 15 to 60% slopes
RA - RURAL AGRICULTURAL
AcB- Acton fine sandy loain/ to 8% slopes
AdU
not cxcceJ 6-1 bt]Udre leet in cirea/ uiUess one or more of the
followrn-j conditions are met: (Note exception to this pdfdijrcipli
for multi-use businesses)
The increases thiatinay be duthorii'.ed by the existenceof the followin^j
conditions may be cumulative. The Planning Board shall have the
authority to grant these increases and the increases may be granted
only after the Board has determined that the approval meets the intent
of the zoning ordinance. The existence of any of the following conditions
shall be determined by Site Plan Review by the Planning Board. No
increases when he or she subalits the application for site plan review,
that the .ipplicant believes that one or more of the conditions exist
and the applicant provides the board with plans depicting the size,
location and form of illumination of the proposed signs, factors
that the board will take into consideration prior to granting increased
dignage.
a. If the frontage of the lot exceeds four hundred (400) feet,
the maximum signage allowable may be increased by up to an additional
16 square feet.
b. If the total interior ground floor space of the business
exceeds 10,000 square feet, the maximum signage allowable may be
increased up to an additional 16 square feet.
c. If the topography of the lot includes factors that decrease
normal visibility, such as hills, curves and associated traffic patterns,
the maximum signage allowable may be increased up to additional 24
square feet.
d. In the case of a multi-use business, each independent business
use may place one sign on the building not to exceed 12 square feet.
Tlie total area of all such signs shall be included in the maximum
signage allowable under the above general conditions.
2. Portable signs shall only be allowed for a period of one
month following the granting of an occupancy permit to a new business
use; except that, non-profit organizations rtiay erect temporary signs
relating conditions to be set by the Selectmen.
3. Under all conditions, no more than 64 squae feet of any allowable
sign shall be illuminated by means of internal illumination.
4. No sign shall be placed at a height that exceeds by ten (10)
feet the h.^ight of the associated building and in no case shall a
sign exceed the maximum building height allowed the the Building
Regulations.
5. After approval by the Planning Board, signs associated with
Home Occupations that are located in a district other than the CI/Mf
shall be limited to one on-site and one off-site sign each with a
maxinium signage of 8 square feet.
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6. No iiiyii ahdll be placed in audi a position da to endarnjer
traffic on a street or highway by obiitructing a clear vieW/ or by
confu:3ion with official road signs or signals, or by excessive glare
of signs illuininat^jd at night.
7. Every sign permitted shall be constructed of durable materials
diid shall be maintained in good condition and repair at all times.
8. Businesses located within CI/Mf district without frontage on Routes
4-202-9 and 28/ may apply to the Planning Board for an off-premises
sign.
K. Driveways and Other Accesses to Town Roads: PROPOSED
It shall be unlawful to construct or alter any driveway in any way
that substantially affects the size or grade, entrance, exit, approach
or drainage within the limits of the right-of-way of any town maintained





This ordinance may be amended by a majority vote of any legal
townmeeting, when, such an amendinent has received a preliminary public
hearing and a final public hearing by the legislative body, which
hearing has been advertised and given a legal fifteen (15) days notice:
or when such amendiiient has received a preliminary prblic hearing
and has been published in its entirety in the warrant calling for
the meeting.
PROPOSED CHANGE:
Tt>is ordinance may be amended as provided for in chapter 575 of New
hampshire Revised Statutes Annotated.
ARTICLE XI
Definitions
S. Home Occupation- No Provision presently
PROPOSED CHANGE:
S. Home Occupation- Home Occupation is such an occupation that is
customarily incidental and subordinate to the use of the premises
as a dwelling.
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Article 3 through Article 20 will be taken up at the second session of the
Annual Town Meeting on 5aturday, March 1 2, 1 988, beginning at 1 00 AM at
the Grange Hall
J. To raise such sums of money as may be necessary to defray Town
charges for the ensuing year and make appropriations of the same
and reduce same by any funds received from other than tax dollars.
4 To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen and the Town
Treasurer to borrow a sum or sums of money not to exceed in the
aggregate more than 75% of the anticipated amount to be collected
in taxes for the current municipal year and to issue in the name of
and on the credit of the Town of Chichester, negotiable notes
therefore, said notes to be paid in 1988, from taxes collected during
the year.
J. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to apply for,
accept and expend money fromi the State, Federal or another
Government unit or private source which becomes available during the
year in accordance with the procedures set forth in R5A 31 95b.
6. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to dispose of
lands acguired by tax deed from the Tax Collector.
7. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum not to
exceed thirty thousand five hundred dollars ($30,500 00) for a
complete re-appraisal of real property in the Town and authorize the
Selectmen to contract with a firm approved by the Department of
Revenue Administration and qualified to complete such re-appraisal.
8. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum not to
exceed seventy five thousand dollars ($75,000.00) toward renovations
of the Grange Hall for the purpose of providing repairs and office
space for Town Offices and to authorize the Selectmen to
issue not more than $75,000,00 of notes or bonds in accordance with
the provisions of the Municipal Finance Act (R5A chapter 33) and to
authorize the Selectmen to negotiate such bonds or notes and to
determine the rate of interest thereon, payable in equal installments
in the years 1989, 1990, 1991, 1992, 1993. (2/3 Ballot Vote
Required)
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9^ To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum not to
exceed thirty five thousand dollars ($35,000 00) for new wiring,
insulation, paint and other repairs to the Grange Hall.
1 0. The Library Trustees request permission to reserve the basement of
the Grange Hall as a potential library and to explore the costs
involved in fixing it up to meet library standards established by the
NH Statewide Library Development System, (by petition)
1 1
.
"Shall we adopt the provisions of R5A 80:58-86 for a real estate
tax lien procedure'^ These statutes provide that tax sales to private
individuals for nonpayment of property taxes on real estate are
replaced with a real estate tax lien procedure under which only a
municipality or county where the property is located or the state
may acquire a tax lien against land and buildings for unpaid taxes."
(by petition)
12. To see if the Town will vote to establish a Capital Reserve Fund
under the provisions of R5A 35: 1 for the purpose of purchasing land
and building a new fire station and to raise and appropriate the
sum not to exceed forty thousand dollars ($40,000.00) to be placed
in this fund, and further authorize the withdrawal from this fund
and expenditure of up to $40,000.00 by the Selectmen for the
purpose of purchasing said land should it become available,
(requested by the Fire Department)
13. "Article" To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of five thousand dollars ($5,000.00) to reconstruct Perry Brook
Road so called to a CLASS V classification, from Hilliard Road for
approximately 1/3 miles, road to be a gravel road, (by petition)
14. "Article" To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of three thousand dollars ($3,000.00), to reconstruct Hilliard
Road to a CLASS V classification from the Booth property so called
for a distance of 4/10 of a mile, (by petition)
15. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Conservation
Commission to manage the Town forests under the provisions of RSA
31-112-11 and to authorize the placement of any proceeds which
may accrue from said forest management in a separate forest
maintenance Trust fund, which shall be allowed to accumulate
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from year to year as authonzed by R5A 31,113 (requested by the
Conservation Commission)
16 To see if the Town will vote to designate any town owned land of
five acres or more which is unbuildable, open, unpaved, relatively
unaltered and totally or partially forested as town forest as
authorized by R5A 3 ! 1 1 (requested by the Conservation
Commission)
! 7. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to enter
into an agreement or contract with an ambulance service to
provide ambulance service to the Town and to raise and appropriate
the sumi not to exceed sixteen thousand nine hundred ninty eight
dollars ($16,998 00) as the Towns cost of operating this service.
18. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum not to
exceed eighty-five thousand dollars ($85,000.00) for the purchase of
a new rescue vehicle. Money to be raised in the following manner:
$8,500 00 to be accepted from the Rescue Squad as a donation,
$5,000.00 to be transfered from the Capital Reserve Fund
established for that purpose, $14,500.00 to be raised from current
year taxes, and to authorize the Selectmen to issue not more than
$57,000.00 in notes or bonds m accordance with the provisions of
the Municipal Finance Act (R5A chapter 33) and to authorize the
Selectmen to issue and negotiate such bonds or notes and to
determine the rate of interest thereon, payable in equal
installments in the years 1989, 1990, 1991 and 1992. (requested
by the Rescue Squad) (2/3 Ballot Vote Required)
19 To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum not to
exceed ten thousand dollars ($10,000.00) to be added to the Rescue
Vehicle Capital Reserve Fund previously established, (requested by
the Rescue Squad)
20 Shall we adopt the provisions of 3 1 ; 1 05 and 3 1 ; 1 08 relative to the
protection of Town Officials from attachment of their personal
property.
21 To see if the Town will vote to discontinue the Highway Equipment
Capital Reserve Fund Said funds, with accumulated interest to date
of withdrawal, to be transfered to the Town's General Fund.
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22 To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum not to
exceed thirteen thousand six hundred dollars ($13,600 00) to
purchase a snow plow frame, plow and wing for the Highway
Department
23 To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
eight thousand dollars ($8,000 00) to purchase a sander body for the
Highway Department
24 To transact any other business that may legally come before said
meeting
Given under our hands and seal, this 22nd day of February, in the year of our
Lord nineteen hundred and eighty eight^















Estimated and Actual Revenue and Expenditures for the
Compared










































































HIGHWAYS, STREETS & BRIDGES
23 Town Maintenance Winter Fund





























































Garbage Removal Hazardous Waste,



































































































Ensuing Year January 1, 1988 to December 31, 1988
with





50 Parks and Recreation





55 Principal of Long-Term Bonds & Notes
56 Interest Expense— Long-Term Bonds & Notes
57 Interest Expense—Tax Anticipation Notes
58 Interest Expense—Other Temporary Loans







































National Bank Stock Taxes
Yield Taxes
Interest and Penalties on Taxes
Inventory Penalties





State Aid Water Pollution Projects










Current Use $ 41.116
Residential 12.308.365





Total of Taxable Buildings S 26.884.966
Public Water Utility
Gas $ 582.313
Valuation Before Exemptions Allowed $ 39,816.760
Elderly Exemptions - 18 1 30.200
Solar/Windpower Exemptions 21 .500
Total Dollar Amount of Exemptions Allowed $ 151 .700
NET VALUATION ON WHICH THE TAX RATE IS COMPUTED $ 39.665,060
COMPUTATION OF TAX RATE
Net Assessed Valuation $ 39,665,060
Town Property Taxes Assessed S 1 ,02 1,375
Less: Est. War Service Tax Credits 8,700
Net Property Tax Committment S 1,012,675
Tax Rate: Town - $3.79 County - S2.56 School - $19.40 Total - $25.75
Net School Appropriations $ 796,8 1
4
County Tax Assessment 1 02,955
SCHEDULE OF TOWN PROPERTY
Town Hall, Lands and Buildings $ 129,500.00
Furniture and Equipment 6.400.00
Libraries, Lands and Buildings 3,000.00
Police Department, Lands and Buildings 1 ,979.40
Fire Department, Lands and Buildings 49,000.00
Equipment 1 79.994.00
Highway Department, Lands and Buildings 28,789.90
Materials and Supplies 2,500.00
Parks, Commons and Playgrounds 48,749.00
Schools, Lands and Buildings, Equipment 671 ,400.00










Due From Other Funds
Amount To Be Provided For
Retirement of General Long-term Debt
TOTAL ASSETS









LIABILITIES AND FUND EQUITY
Liabilities
Accounts Payable
Yield Tax Security Deposits
Due To Other Governments






























































Combined Statement of Revenues,
All Governmental Fund Types



























Total Expenditures and Other Uses
Excess of Revenues and Other Sources
Over (Under) Expenditures and Other Uses
Fund Balances - January 1










Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balance
and Expendable Trust Funds
Ended December 31, 1987
2,216
Fiduciary Totals
Fund Type (He mora ndum Only)












































































Ended December 31, 1987
(Over)
Expenditures Encumbered Under

























DETAIL STATEMENT OF EXPENSES
TOWN OFFICERS' SALARIES
Holly MacCleery, Secretary $ ^7^*sn
Evelyn Pike, Secretary -)J>'nr^
Lisa Smith, Secretary
J, ^JJ.uu
Walter Sanborn, Selectman 3,000.00
Edward Frekey, Selectman 3,000.00
Earl Weir, Selectman 3,000.00
Judy Kenneally, Town Clerk 1,025.00
Evelyn Pike, Tax Collector 3,000.00
Evelyn Pike, Deputy Town Clerk 361.63
Rebecca Bilodeau, Treasurer 1, 500.00
Edward Preve, Checklist Supervisor 100.00
Raymond Towle, Checklist Supervisor 100.00
Gerald Edmunds, Checklist Supervisor 100.00
Kenneth Knight, Chairman Trustee 150.00
John Sargent , Moderator 100 . 00
TOTAL $ 19, 010. 13
TO^^W OFFICERS' EXPENSES
Pitney Bowes, Postage Meter $ 165.00
Epsom Postmaster 110.00
Edward Frekey, Officers' Expenses 25.00
Monitor Publishing Company 13. 56
N.H. Municipal Association 236.00
Country Road Press , Suppl ies 310 . 68
N.H. Tax Collector Association, Dues & Workshop 25.00
N.H. City & Town Clerk Association, Dues 12.00
N.H. Association of Assessing Officials, Dues 20.00
Loring, Short & Harmon, Supplies 170.97
Merrimack County Registry of Deeds 300.05
Vercom Inc . , Toner & t laintenance 196 . 80
Suncook Valley Sun 56.40
McBee, Check System 307. 14
N.H. Association of Conservation Commissions, Dues 63.00
Surplus Office Equipment 336.00
Wheeler & Clark, Dog Tags 98.38
Carri, Plodzik & Sanderson, 1986 Audit 2800.00
Pittsf ield District Court 30.00
Evelyn Pike, Officers' Expenses 1015.44
Pittsf ield Postmaster 1460.00
Direct Safety Company, Building Inspector 30.27
Surplus Distributers, Office Furniture 25.00
Maxf ields True Value 27 . 29
Judy Kenneally, Officers' Expenses 10.84
James Ashworth, Computer Work 1552. 34
Treasurer State of N.H 285.38
202 Office Supply 646.02
N.H. Local "elfare Ad. Association, Dues 15.00
N.H. Municipal Secretaries Asoociation, Dues 10.00
N.H. Municipal rjnemployment Compensation 135.23
34
Balsams Hotel, Tax Collectors Convention 100.00
Real Data Corp, R.E. Reports: 16.00
Internal ''v.-vonue Servic. 11.87
Equity Publishing Company, nSA Books 105.00
Sandys tHcw^.-r Box 2'). 00
Evelyn S. Owtrofsky, Highway ' lai'.ia.je UP.. ^7
cvi.i 1 Auto Parts 39. 28
Hillsborough Co. Sheriff 47.00
Wilbers Servistar 12.00
B. Gregory Miller, Civil Engineer 46.80
Beanstalk 202, Supplies 4.79
Typewriter Headquarters Inc. Panasonic Typewriter 501.00
TOTAL $ 11,514.05
ELFilCTION AND REGISTRATION
Martha Sanborn, Ballot Clerk $ 25.00
John Saturley, Ballot Clerk 25.00
John Sargent, Moderator 100.00
Country Road Press, Ballots 319.14
Chichester Grange, Meals 104.00
Judy Kenneally, Town Clerk 25.00
Gerald Edmunds, Postage 1.76
Town of Northfield, Voting Booths 150.00
Paul Sanborn, Trucking of Voting Booths 30.00
TOTAL $ 779.90
FEES
Judy Kenneally, Town Clerk $ 3,582.75
Evelyn Pike, Tax Collector 868.00
Sate Treasurer, Dog License Fees 147 . 50
TOTAL $ 4, 598 . 25
TOWN HALL AND OTHER TO^JN BUILDINGS
Chichester Telephone Company $ 968.77
A L McDonnell, Fire Alarm 50.00
Huckins Oil Company 1640.94
Colonial Municipal Alarm, Connect Fee 144.00
Concord Electric Company 979.94
New England Telephone 428.45
U S Postmaster ^ 175.00
Buds Plumbing 75.92
H R Colby, Bathroom Rental 60.00
Doanld Russell, New Office 2,081.50
Concord Carpet Center, New Office 160.00
Simplex Time Recorder, Firehead 137.80
Edward Frekey , Keys 4 . 00
B & M Contractors, Electrical 266. 34
Country Road Press, Supplies. 14.99









VJalter Jackson, Chief-Mileage $
Gerald Easson, Chief
Richard Bilodeau, Special Police
Ann Emerson/ Special Police
Tim Khitmarsh/ Special Police
Glen Googins/ Special Police
Eddie Watson/ Special Detail
Craig Maloney, Special Detail
Bruce Graham, Special Police
Terry Raymond/ Special Police
New England Telephone
TAB Police Dist/ Supplies
G & E Communications/ Equipment & Repairs
Edwin Waters/ Special Police
Neptune Inc. / Supplies & Equipment
Country Road Press / Supplies
Maxfields True Value
W J Battles/ Cruiser Decals
Sanel Auto Parts
New Rye Gun Shoppe/ Smith & Wesson & Ainmo
Chichester Gulf Station
2 Way Communications Service/ Pager Repair
Somes Uniforms
George Walsh/ IBM Electric







Epping Auto Salvage/ Parts
Merrimack County Court House/ Dispatch
Judy Kenneally/ 20 Day Plate
State of N.H. / Repairs
Peter Burgess/ G.E. Radio
VJilliams Alignment & General Auto
R.G.M. Guns/ Ammo
Grappone/ Parts
Town of Pittsf ield/ Cruiser
Nashua Fire Radio/ Equipment























































Library, Appropriation $ 3,000.00
FIRE DEPARTMENT
Chichester Fire DepartMent, Appropriation $ 19,000.00
Trustee of Trust Funds, Rescue Vehicle 3,000.00
TOTAL $ 22, 000 . 00
PLANNING AND ZONING
Monitor Publishing Co., Notices $ 660.43
Lisa Smith, Secretary 456.00
Holly MacCleery, Secretary 291.00
Merrimack County Registry 322.44
Country Road Press, Supplies and Master Plan 1, 933. 28
Suncook Valley Sun 728.60
C.N.H. Regional Planning Commission, Dues & Books 1,183.00
Surplus Distributors, Filing Cabinet 30.00
N.H.M.A., Manuals & Workshop 70.00
B. Gregory Miller, Civil Engineer 325.46
Stanley Brehm, Chairman Expenses 23.00
202 Office Supply 17.50
TOTAL $ 6,040.71
FOREST FIRES
Walter Sanborn, Forest Fire Warden $ 675.18
TOTAL $ 675. 18
INSURANCE
N.H.M.A. Health Trust $ 1,425.43
N.H. Municipal Association, Annual Contribution 15,305.00
N.H. Municipal Workers Compensation Fund 181.93
Paige Agency 1, 193.98
Mutual of Omaha, Evelyn Pike 400.00
Evelyn Pike, Insurance 400.00
N.H.M.A. Plit, Inc 10,363.00
TOTAL $ 29, 269 . 34
ANIMAL CONTROL
Concord SPCA $ 15.00
VITAL STATISTICS
Treasurer, State of N.H $ 13.00




Center Barnstead Ambulance $ 7 , 403 . 00
Concord Visiting Nurse Association 1,227.50
TOTAL $ 8, 630. 50
TOtflS! POOR $ 1,771.99
COMMUNITY ACTION PROGRAM $ 1, 233.00
TOt\fN DUMP AND GARBAGE REMOVAL
Pittsfield Solid Waste $ 52,020.00
PATRIOTIC PURPOSES
H.A. Holt & Sons, Flags $ 94.50
Candace Brehin, Old Home Day Expenses 68 . 64
Hannah Vtest, Old Home Day Expenses 38.00
All Clear Septic Service, Sanitation Unit 65.00
S . A . Marden, Old Home Day Expenses 89 . 00
TOTAL $ 355.14
SUMMER MAINTENANCE
Benjamin Daroska $ 15, 812.00
Norman Daroska, Road Agent 9, 584 . 00
Arnold Price, Crev/ 812.00
Conor O'Brien, Crew 420.00
Scott Gage, Crew 862.50
TOTAL $ 27, 490. 50
WINTER MAINTENANCE
Northeast Landscaping $ 2,071.86
Robert Griggs 6 . 00
Benjamin Daroska 15,703.50





Michael Sargent 225 . 00
Fisher Excavating 575 . 00
Scott Gage 2,055.00
Daniel MacKae, Crew 735.00
Nelson Perron, Crew 45.00
TOTAL $ 43, 583.49
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BLOCK GRANT
Conor O'Brien $ 728.00
Arnold Price 462.00
Norman Daroska 5, 568.00
Benjamin Daroska 5/473.00
Kruger Construction 3,087.50





Norman Daroska $ 1,752.00
Benjamin Daroska 2,430.00
Scott Gage 592.50
Everett J. Prescott 888.43
TOTAL $ 5, 662.93
GENERAL EXPENSE OF HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT
Panbro Sales $ 481 . 26
Phelps Aerial Lift 245.00
Sanel Auto Parts 86. 51
Howard P. Fairfield, Inc 139.14
Norman Daroska 1,424.59
Country Road Press 29.33
Conor O' Brien 518.00
R.C. Hazelton Co 889. 10
Clarks Grain Store 28.45
Beanstalk 202 28.90
TOTAL $ 3, 870 . 28
GRAVEL FUND
Herbert Towle $ 682 . 00
Norman Daroska 4, 364. 15
Benjamin Daroska 1,760.00
Concord Sand & Gravel 357 . 31
Epsom Sand & Gravel 216 . 00
Decato Sand & Gravel 3, 101 . 17
TOTAL $ 10,480.63
ROADSIDE MOWING
Curtis Mowing $ 2,778.50
Evelyn Pike 208. 50
TOTAL $ 2, 987 . 00
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STREET LIGHTING
Public Service $ 121.07
Concord Electric - 419.85
TOTAL • $ 540.92
TAR FUND
Norman Daroska $ 5,312.00
Benjamin Daroska 7, 594.00
Conor O'Brien 196.00
Irvin Clark 353. 50
Scott Gage 952.50
Paul Sanborn 80 . 50
B & B Contractors 8, 867 . 50
Fisher Excavating 5,647.50
N.H. Bituminous Company 38,518.00
Herbert L. Bartlett, Jr 244.00
Decato Sand & Gravel 7,755.00
Epsom Sand & Gravel 658.00
A M Construction 1,045.00
Clarks Grain Store 34.95
Arnold Price 202.50
Treasurer, State of N.H 86.40




G. Alvin Towle $ 1,650.00
Country Road Press, Regulation Signs 63.41
Evelyn Pike 2,000.00
E. Scott Edmunds 50.00
J, Franklin Towle 182.00
TOTAL 5 3, 945.41
REVENUE SHARING
Trustee of Trust Funds, Rescue Vehicle $ 2,000.00
Jeff Jordan, Grange Hall 58.20
Tom Kenneally, Grange Hall 396.60
Cygnet Surveys, Inc. , Grange Hall 475.00
TOTAL ^ ^' 529. 80
BUILDING INSPECTOR
Paul Sanborn • ^ 3' 126.90
Country Road Press 35 . 07
Chichester Telephone Company 140.08
40
202 Office Supply 9.30
TOTAL $ 3, 311. 35
UNCLASSIFIED
Advertise & Dues $ 429.43
Chichester School District 639,857.29
County Tax 102,955.00
Discounts & Abatements 821 . 16
Legal Expenses 820 . 00
Reappraisal of Property 1, 348.00
Taxes Bought by Town 49, 950.67
Tax Map Update 265.00
Taxes Paid on Witholding 5,473.00
Town Reports 1,931.00
Transfer to Savings 200,000.00
Yield Tax Bond 497.15
Weston Heights Escrow Account 804 . 20
Frank Darling Escrow Account 449.30
TOTAL $ 1 , 005, 601 . 20
INTEREST
Long Term Note $ 3,000.00
PRINCIPAL ON LONG TERM UCfTES
Five Hill Estate $ 10,000.00
GRAND TOTAL $ 1,438,852.49
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TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT
For the Fiscal Year Ended December 31. 1987
DEBITS
1987
SUMMARY OF TAX SALES ACCOUNTS
Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1987
DEBITS












*Balance of Unredeemed taxes-
Beginning Fiscal Year $
**Taxes Sold To Town During Current Fiscal Year
Subsequent Taxes Paid 351.85
Interest Collected After Sale
Redemption Costs
TOTAL DEBITS $ 351.85 $ 51,193.56 $ 25,781.43 S 19,052.04
CREDITS
Remittance to Treasurer During Year:
Redemptions $
Interest & Costs After Sale
Abatements During Year
Deeded To Town During Year
Unredeemed Taxes-End of Year
Unredeemed Subsequent Taxes 351.85
TOTAL CREDITS $ 351.85 $ 51,193.56 S 25,781.43 S 19,052.04
22.658.53 $
Genest, Ethelyn & Booth, Linda
Godfrey, Herbert & Armilie
Godfrey, Herbert & Armilie
Hemeon, Heirs of Robert
Kenneally, Timothy & Patricia
Marcelhno, Steven








Sanborn. A. Rodney & Dawn 988.60
Scott, Tracy & Robin 1 ,523.65
Stevens, Paul & Marilyn 247.29
Stevens, Paul & Marilyn 1 ,672.53
Vien, Gilbert & Joyce 1 34.01
TOTAL $ 27.102.83















UNCOLLECTED 1987 YIELD TAXES
Harry Toler $ 190.96
Paul Gamache 192.41





REPORT OF THE TOWN CLERK
January 1, 1987 - December 31, 1987
Received for motor vehicle permits 1987:
2369 Permits S













Paid to Town Treasurer for 1987:







































Cash on Hand, January 1, 19^7













Received from Evelyn Pike, Tax Collector:
1930 Yield Tax
1980 Yield Tax Interest
1981 Yield Tax
1981 Yield Tax Interest
1984 Resident Tax
1984 Resident Tax Penalties
1984 Yield Tax
1984 Yield Tax Interest
1985 Excrow
1985 Resident Tax
1985 Resident Tax Penalties
1985 Yield Tax
1985 Yield Tax Interest
1985 Property Tax
1986 Property Tax Interest
1986 Road Assessment
1986 Road Assessment Interest
1986 Resident Tax
1986 Resident Tax Penalties
1986 Yield Tax
1986 Yield Tax Interest
1986 Current Use
1987 Property Taxes (1st)
1987 Property Taxes Interest (1st)
1987 Property Taxes (2nd)
1987 Property Taxes Interest (2nd)
1987 Road Assessment
1987 Road Assessment Interest
1987 Current Use
1987 Resident Tax




Taxes Bought by Town



















Received from State Treasurer:
Block Grant
Training Meeting (i Share)
Revenue Distribution
Miscellaneous:















Transferred from Revenue Sharing
Transferred from Savings Account
Transferred from Money Market Account
Total Receipts and Cash in Bank
Less Orders Drawn by Selectmen



























Cash on Hand, January 1, 1987
Received from Government (Resrenue Sharing)
Transferred from General Fund
Received from Interest
Transferred from Revenue Sharing Account
Transferred from Savings Account













Treasurer, Town of Chichester, NH
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CHICHESTER POLICE DEPARTMENT
On behalfof myself and my department I wish to thank you for all the help, cooperation, kindness and fncndsiiip shown
to us this past year. The Board of Selectmen have always been there for us with help and encouragement which has helped
make this an organized and effective Department. There is nothing in this world as friendly or as cooperative as a small
town and its citizens. You are people who care and have concerns as to where your Town is headed. People like Dana
Phelps and his employees. Without his assistance, efforts and the use of his business facilities our Ford cruiser could not
have been rebuilt and refurbished within our economic limits. The cooperation I have received from the business people of
this community has been in my opinion, outstanding. Thank you all!
I have a sincere gratitude towards the members ofmy Department wht) have worked many hours without pay and were
glad to do so. They are dedicated to serve your community and be there when you need them. People like Ed Waters, with
so much experience and background. His advice and friendship toward the Department are hard to find today when your
biggest reward can be nothing more than a thank you. Two ofmy officers, A nn E merson andG len Googins. have extensive
background in emergency medicine. Our number one rule is assistance without interference and I feel they have both lived
by that rule. But they are willing to assist whenever needed by the Fire Department. Bruce Graham is a conscientious and
common sense person. If you have had occasion to be approached by Pt. Graham you know he is slow to build excitement
and lose his cool. He has become a great asset to this Department. Our newest officer, Theresa Raymond, has already
started training by attending a U.S. Marshall's seminar on arrest and search procedures for female prisoners. She is
currently attending part-time officers school along with Pt.'s Graham and Googins at the Police Academy in Concord.
NH. By the time this report is printed all members will be part-time certified and have qualified with the 9MM semi
automatic weapon as well as the Mosberg Bull Pup Shotgun. 90% of our membership are qualified and certified in the use
of our radar unit. As some of you might be able to attest to it is not just sitting on the dash for ornamental reasons.
These people are dedicated enough that they have purchased some of their own equipment, such as mobile radios and
other utilities used on patrols. Each has invested between $800.00 and $1 300.00 on equipment that only enhances the
effectiveness of this Department. It has put us on a level with and in some cases above some area small towns that depend
solely on town budgets for needed equipment.
Chichester is an ever growing community with many small businesses building or moving in the area, new homes being
built to house new citizens moving into the area and consequently more and more calls for public services such as the
Police Department, Fire Department and Emergency Medical calls. These people are dedicated, for the most part, unpaid
and deserve all the credit you can muster.
Several times in the past, I have been asked, "Why do we need so many officers?'". The answer is simple! They do not
all work at the same time. We have one duty officer, usually on the clock, many times you will see two officers in the cruiser
but the second one is not being paid. When they have "free time" they ride with the duty officer for experience and the fact
that many times a second officer is an added asset, especially at motor vehicle accidents, house breaks, mutual aid
assistance and calls that require lengthy investigations and a great deal of paperwork.
Following this report is a breakdown ofeconomics for a full time Department versus the part time Department you now
have. This is not to say that the future needs and concerns should not be brought out and discussed but is simply a
comparison of economics for 16 hours a day - 7 days a week coverage of part time vs full time for the near future.
Economic Comparison of Full Time VS. Part time Police Department
Let us compare the cost of a full time Police Department over that of a part time Department. We will compare the
number of hours and the cost per hour, and per man.
It would take 5820 hours to provide 1 6 hours of police duty a day, 7 days a week. This figure was arrived at by taking
the following: 16 hours X7 days X 52 weeks to equal 5824. If an officer was to work with no time offhe would be able to
work 2080 hours (8 hours X 5 days X 52 weeks = 2080). But out of this total number of hours you must subtract 2 weeks
vacation time (-80) and the average number of sick days a police officer takes a year (-80). Also subtract the time that the
average police officer spends a year in training classes (-40). This means one full time officer has 1 880 hours a year that he
is available to work. Again, this is for coverage from 8:00AM to 1 2:00 PM. These figures indicate that at least 3 full time
offiicers would be needed (5824 -^ 1880 = 3)
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The cost of a full time officer would be the officer's wages of $15,500.00 (with no overtime) medical insurance
$3,000.00, life insurance $200.00 uniforms (6 each - pants and shirts) $600.00, 1 winter jacket and 1 light weight coat
( $225.00) and his weapon ( $400.00) with belt and accessories ( $ 1 75.00). This is a cost of$20,700.00 per officer or a total
cost of$60,300.00 for 3 full time officers. This number contains no overtime or the cost of running the Department, with its
normal needs.
At the present time the Police Department needs $26,500.00 for wages and uniforms. As a part time Police
Department, insurance and a large volume of uniforms are not needed. The present Police Department of 6 part time
officers is providing the same coverage as 3 full time officers.
To sum up this comparison: 6 part time officers can provide the same coverage as the full time officers, but at a savings
of $33,800.00.
1987 Merrimack County Dispatch Activity for the Town of Chichester
Merrimack County Dispatch received 2000 plus calls in 1 987 for the Chichester Police Department. 1 25 ofthese calls
were informational calls with the balance being calls that activated the Police Department for many various reasons.
The Chichester Police Department investigated 21 motor vehicle accidents in 1987. This figure does not include
unreported or uninvestigated accidents. Nor does it include those accidents investigated by the State Police or Merrimack
County Sheriffs Department on Routes 28 and 4.
REPORT OF TOWN FOREST FIRE WARDEN AND STATE FOREST RANGER
Between July 1 986 and June 1 987, we experienced fewer fires than normal. The three leading causes of forest fires were
again children, fires kindled without written permission of a Forest Fire Warden and debris burning. All causes are
preventable, but only with your help.
Please help our town and state forest fire officials with forest fire prevention. Contact your Forest Fire Warden for more
information.
Enforcement of a state timber harvest regulation is the responsibility of State Forestry officials. Our state has excellent
timber harvest regulations; however, your assistance is needed.
If you know of a logging operation and suspect a state timber harvest tax law may be violated, call your Forest Fire
Warden, or Concord Forest Protection Headquarters at (603) 271-2217.
Ifyou own forest land, you became responsible for the timber tax payment starting April 1,1986. This is a change in the
Timber Tax Law that will impact all forest landowners. Contact your Board of Selectmen for timber tax forms.
FOREST FIRE STATISTICS- 1987
Number Forest Statewide 403
Acres Burned Statewide 189




Cost of Suppression $ 7,632.88











Fire Alarm Activations 9
Medical Aid 42
Mutual Aid 24










4" Storz Spanner Wrench SETS 2
Folding pocket spanner wrenches 6
Brass spanner wrench 1
30" Halligan bar with bracket 1
Akron hose clamp with bracket 1
Wheel chalkwith underbody mounts 3
Fire line tape 1000 ft rolls 2
Tele -Lite 500 watt with 4"pole 1
Koehier lite-set 1
Koehier 12-voit charger 1
Supervac Explosion proff smoke Ejector 1
4"clappered Siamese 1
5SUCTI0NS HOSE 10" LENTH 1
100' 4" Hose 1
2V Double femail adaptors 4
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A"by l\ Discharge Elbows 3
A"Hose repair couplinp,s 4
A'' by 2\ Adaptor 1
Scott Breathing aparatus 2
Scott Air Tanks 2
Cairns Fire Helmets 12
Super Skull Saver Ladder Protectors 2
35
' Aluminum Ladder 1
24' Aluminum Ladder 1
lA' Aluminum Roof Ladder 1
Pager Cases H
Hard Hat with chainsaw Faceshield 1
Truck Battery Chargers 2
Fire Helmet Lights 8
Nomex Hoods 2














Sanel Auto P arts 1'26A.97
Merriam Graves 108.85
Clarks GRAIN Store 15.77
Mark Drew 71.00
SANTA Fe Freight 301. AO
Internal Medicine Professionel 39.00
Valley T ranspartion A17.oo
Ralph Truck World 50.00
Beanstalk 202 508.97





Edward Drew 66. OA
Globe 28.00




Heaths Flower + Gifts 87.00
Gorden Pike 8.00
Mule Emergency Lighting Co. 98.31
Capital Area Fire Compact 7,326.00
C.E. Wilber 13.66




PITTSFIELD SOLID WASTE FACILITY
CONSTRUCTION ACCOUNT 12/31/87 S 3,411. 56
Lost to inactive account Concord National Bank ( 32.97)
Interest Earned 154.05
Balance as of 12/31/87 $ 3.532.64
Concord National Bank 643.83
Suncook Bank 2,888.81













Each Town Contributed $27,000.00 towards NEW incinerator
TOTAL RECEIPTS $ 276,749.06
TOTAL EXPENDED FOR 1987 268,896.42


















Association Dues 1 ,000
















CENTER BA1\NSTEAD FIRE DEPARTMENT
Telephone (b03)2bP-412I








To Whom it May Concern:
The Center Barnstead Fire Department is pleased to announce that we are now a
paid, 24 hour a day ambulance service. In the past, we serviced your town
midnight to 5:00 p.m. with a paid crew and volunteers covered 5:00 p.m. to
midnight and all weekend. In order to provide 24 hour a day consistent
coverage in times when volunteer departments are having manpower troubles, we
have decided to pay all our ambulance attendants and have absorbed the costs
by fund raisinq, donation:;-, and memorials. This has been a considerable
expense and we have struggled for niiie months but we have considered the
public: in our area as our responsibility and have "bitten tlie bullet."
The major budget increase this year is for paying what was once "volunteer
time." This ensures the ambulance is available (if not otherwise committed)
24 hours a day with a fully trained and licensed duty crew.
The Center Barnstead Fire Department requests the town to raise and approp-
riate your town's share of the ambulance payroll budget of $16,998.
Enclosed with this letter are copies of the 1987 payroll expenditures and
financial statement, along with other information. All material provided
should be published in your annual Town Report. If you should need any
further assistance, please call 269-4121 days 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
Sincerely,


















































































1987 AMBULANCE PAYROLL FINANCIAL REPORT











* One town has an outstanding balance of $3,797 from last year's
appropriation.
1987 PAYROLL DISBURSEMENTS
(Through November 30, 1987)
Salaries (including night coverage) $ 46,881.09
Social Security Taxes & Unemployment $ 3,659.37
Hospitalization Insurance/Workman's Comp. $ 6,284 .60
TOTAL PAYROLL DISBURSEMENTS $ 56,835.06
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19 87 AMBULANCE FINANCIAL REPORT
(Through November 30, 1987)
Balance carried forward









9 87 AMBULANCE OPERATING EXPENSES
















































The Town of Chichester
Raceway Ambulance Service
Background
During the last four years, ambulance sen/ice to the Town of Loudon has been
provided by American Ambulance Service. During that same period, American
Ambulance Service provided Backup Ambulance Service to the town of Chichester.
As you l<now, American Ambulance Service has ceased operations. About the same
time that American Ambulance discontinued service, Keith Bryar, the owner of Bryar
Motorsport Park, purchased four ambulances and fully stocked them. These units
were obtained expressly to provide service for the Race Track. To manage the
newly established Raceway Ambulance, Mr. Bryar hired Aleda Cole, K. G.
Lockwood, and Neil Donohue as managers of the service. These three people have
over twenty-four years combined experience as Emergency Medical Technicians,
the most recent of which was in the operational control of American Ambulance.
Very early in the life of Raceway Ambulance Service, there were discussions about
providing Emergency Ambulance service to the local communities. There are three
reasons why Raceway Ambulance Service would like to provide Emergency
Ambulance Service to Chichester and other local communities. The first reason is
that this is the area where we do business and we feel the local companies should
provide reasonable support to the local communities. The second reason is that we
are the closest ambulance service to any person in the town of Loudon, most of
Chichester, and most of Canterbury. People, we feel, deserve the best quality
emergency medical care available In a reasonable period of time. During the last
month, and over the previous four years, we have consistently delivered quality care
quickly. The third reason is that we are willing to provide Emergency Ambulance
Service at a reasonable price and are very willing to cooperate with other town
services like the Police Departments, Rescue Squads, and Fire Departments in the
delivery of this service.
Cost of Operation
As we have stated, we would like to be considered for providing Emergency
Ambulance Service. In providing this service, we believe that the Town. should re-
ceive a fixed service for a fixed dollar cost. That is. we are not asking that you pay
us a certain amount at the start of the contract period. We are asking that, on a per
call basis, the town pay for the cost of maintaining an ambulance and crew on
standby. For budgeting, we have agreed to establish an amount near what we think
will be the number of calls in each town. Each town, then would have the option of
paying that amount in twelve equal monthly installments, or having Raceway
Ambulance Service bill them for the actual number of call that occur each month.
The next year, the number of actual calls from this year would be divided into the
net cost of operation for this year plus a small amount for growth to give the standby
charge for that year.
We estimate the actual cost of operation of an ambulance as follows:
Expenses:
Personnel 2 @ $6.75/hr
plus $2.00/hr in benefits $101,920. per year
Ambulance $ 7,000. per year
Insurance $ 2,200. per year
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Supplies $ 2,000. per year
Fuel $ 1,200. per year




Standby Fee $175 per call
for 160 calls $28,000.
Patient Income $22,880.
From Chichester:
Standby Fee $175. per call
for 95 calls $16,625.
Patient income $13,585.
From Canterbury:
Standby Fee $175. per call
for 65 calls $11,375.
Patient Income $ 9,295.
From Transfers within




It must be understood that the income figures are based on the estimated
number of calls during the last year and that the actual number of calls for
1988 might be different.
Conclusion
As you can see, the cost of operating an ambulance is considerable and we are not
proposing making a substantial profit but covering our cost of operation.
We are planning on contacting other communities about providing backup service
on a fee per call basis as well, which we feel will cover any additional expenses that
might be incurred during the year. Over the last several years, we have provided
backup service to the towns of Epsom and Pittsfield when their primary ambulance
service. Center Barnstead. was unavailable. This amounted to a considerable
number of calls, about 50. We will now provide the backup service, which we have
previously done without charge to the community, for a fee per call.
The exception to the fee for backup service is to those communities which have
agreed to provide an ambulance, on a mutual aid basis, to those communities that
we cover. This agreement already exists with Pennacook Rescue, TrI-Town
Ambulance, and Belmont,
Since the cost of ambulance service Is so high, the only practical method of provid-
ing the service Is for a number of communities to participate. By increasing the
number of calls, the expenses per call are reduced to a reasonable amount. This
must be tempered by the knowledge that by expanding the coverage area, there is
a greater possibility of not being available for another call. The area we have
selected for primary coverage, we feel, has a reasonable number of calls for cover-
age by a single ambulance.
In addition, because we are a private service, we can perform hospital to hospital
transfers with a second ambulance. This second ambulance would then be available
for emergency duty during the considerable period of time when it Is staffed and not
otherwise occupied.
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REPORT OF THE CHICHESTER LIBRARY
This past year at the Chichester Library has been most successful
A major change contributing to this success was the use of a book
leasing company. Baker & Taylor was chosen to provide up to 120
current fiction and non-fiction books. Eighty books were Initially
selected by the librarian and trustees. As the year progressed,
current best sellers were ordered as were books requested by library
patrons. The leasing system allows the library to provide current
best sellers without having to find permanent shelf space for them.
At the end of the year Chichester Library was given the opportunity
to purchase at a very reduced price any of the rental books that
were on hand at the time. This opportunity enabled the library to
continue series of books by noted authors for much less than the
usual • cost.
Other books were obtained at yard sales, by donations from
patrons, and by purchase at book stores or by mail order. The
librarian and trustees spent hours one August day choosing books
at the New England Mobile Book Fair. Over 280 hard cover books and
125 paperbacks were accessioned in 1987.
Oudlcious weeding of present library material and cataloguing
of non-fiction continues to be done regularly.
The overall circulation continues to increase. In all areas
circulation has doubled during the past two years.
Adult books Juvenile books Total books
borrowed borrowed borrowed
1987 1479 4119 5598
1985 667 2003 2670
Again contributing to the increase in circulation was the well
supported Summer Reading Program. Wendy Kneeland once more ran the
program with obvious success. A measure of this success is the
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increase in juvenile books signed out during July and August:
897 in 1987 compared with 151 books In 1985. The final party of
the Summer Reading Program was enlivened by a performance of the
Little Red Wagon, a variety program for children produced by students
from the University of New Hampshire. Half the cost of this year's
program was provided by the Pittsfleld Area Arts Council. Maureen
Van Horn of the Carpenter Library in Pittsfleld helped Chichester
to schedule the program and to obtain the Arts Council money.
Norma Cummings became a very active library aide providing
much needed extra assistance, especially during the busy summer hours.
The two book sales In John and Hannah West's front yard and
the book sale at Old Home Day netted 152.00 to be used toward
purchase of a current encyclopedia set. Thanks go to Faye and Bob
McAnney for help with the sales and use of their tarp during rainy
Saturday mornings. Thanks are also deserved by Keith Davison,
Kenny Michael, John West, Jesslka Smilo, and Anne Louise and Mary
West for their help in carrying books to and from the Wests' barn.
The librarian and trustees have continued to work toward
membership in the Statewide Library Development System. Progress
has been made as review of the policy and procedure manuals continues
and more current reference material has been obtained. However,
the Chichester Town Library will not be ready for membership this
first year of the program. The library needs to be open more hours
and must be showing progress toward handicapped accessibility. The
library staff will continue to strive toward attaining both these
goals with the hope of being able to take advantage of belonging
to the statewide program.
Have you been to the library lately? Come and see what is
there, and know that if the material you want is not on hand
Chichester Library has access to other libraries to obtain It
for you.
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Librarian: Joanne Serviss Library Aides: Goyce Lemay
Faye McAnney







1987 REPORT OF THE TREASURER
OF THE CHICHESTER TOWN LIBRARY TRUSTEES
* GENERAL FUND *




State of N.H. 107.29
SILC Card Fee - 5.00






Book Lease - 582.12
Magazines 74.12
Summer Reading Program 78.89
Little Red Wagon 50.00




To Encyclopedia Fund - 200.00 3191 .58
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Balance, December 31, 1987 $1040-.89
Honey owed for books and supplies on order 391.24
Unencumbered Balance $649.55
Report of the Treasurer of the Chichester Town Library Trustees
* MEMORIAL FUNDS *
Balance, January 1, 1987 $76.04
Little Red Wagon Performance 50.00
Balance, December 31, 1987 26.04
* R. ARNOLD NEWCOMB BEQUEST *
Balance, January 1, 1987 -$11,793.22
Interest 815.15
Balance, December 31, 1987 $12,608.37
LIBRARY BUILDING FUND*
(earned by Library Trustees)
Balance, January 1, 1987 $8,656.70
Interest 901.76
Balance, December 31, 1987 $9,558.46
* ENCYCLOPEDIA FUND *
Balance, January 1, 1987 - - $296.88
from General Fund $200.00
Book Sales 152.00
from Friends of Library account 138.29
Interest 16.08 $506.37
Webster Family Encyclopedia 298.00












































BELKNAP MERRIMACK COUNTIES, INC.
1988 Concord Area Center Operating Budget
PERSONNEL:























SYSTEM - Provides automated emergency response
equipment to income eligible elderly, disabled and
medically at-risk individuals who are physically or
socially isolated. Value based on cost for similar
private service. $20.00 per month.
WOMEN, INFANTS AND CHILDREN-Pro-
vides for specific foods to supplement the daily diet
of pregnant or nursing women as well as children
under 5. Participants receive medical and nutritional
screening, counseling and education. Value includes
monetary value of vouchers and clinical services.
$31.00 per unit.
USDA COMMODITY FOODS-Distribution of
Federal Surplus Foods to income eligible people
through scheduled mass distributions.
Value of Cheese-$6.63/5 lb. block
Value of Butter-$ 1.44/1 lb. block
Value of Dry Milk-S3.83/4 lb. box
Value of Rice-$.29C/2 lb. bag
Value of Corn Meal-$.57C/5 lb. bag
Value of Fiour-$.55C/5 lb. bag
Rounds I. II. Ill and IV
EMERGENCY FOOD PANTRIES-Provides up
to three days of food for people facing temporary
food crisis. Value-$2.25 per meal.
CLOTHING ASSISTANCE-Provides locally
donated clothing to families in need.
Value - $25.00 per family.
INFORMATION AND REFERRAL^CAP pro-
vides utility, landlord/tenant, legal and health
counseling, as well as referrals for housing, trans-
portation and other concerns to anyone in need.














CONCORD REGIONAL VISITING NURSE ASSOCIATION
The Concord Regional visiting Nurse Association continues to offer three major health
services to the residents of Chichester: Home Care, Hospice, and Health pronation.
Home Care Services respond to the health care needs of those patients with acute or
chronic illnesses that require skilled professional and paraprofessional care so they
may return to or remain in their homes. EJnphasis is on proroting independence and
maximum functioning of the patient within the least restrictive setting.
Hospice services provide professional and paraprofessional services to the terminally
ill patient with a limited life expectancy. The goal is to enhance the quality of
the patient's remaining life by helping he/she remain at home in comfort and dignity.
EJnphasis is on pain and symptom management and skilled intervention to meet the
patient's special physical and emotional needs.
Health promotion services focus on the low and marginal income families and
individuals to prevent illness by professional assessment and screening for health
risks and needs, by early intervention to prevent, eliminate, or minimize the impact
of illness and/or disability, and by anticipatory guidance and health teaching.
Services rendered in the clinic setting are: child health, family planning, sexually
transmitted disease, adult screening, immunizations, and HIV testing and counseling.
Home visits are made in crisis situations or when needed health care cannot be given
in the clinic. Senior Health services are provided at congregate housing sites.
Professional and paraprofessional hourly home services are provided on a private fee-
for-service basis. Elnphasis is on promoting healthy children, families, and
individuals through early intervention and health teaching.
Health Education and Instruction is part of each home visit or clinic visit.
Anyone in Chichester may request service; patient, doctor, health facility, pastor,
friend or neighbor. All request are answered, but continuing home care will only be
provided with a physician's order.
A call to the Concord Regional visiting Nurse Association (224-4093) between the
hours of 8:00am - 7:00pm seven days a week is all that is necessary to start services
or make inquiries. Hospice staff is on call (224-4093) 7:00pm - 8:00am.
Federal regulations specify a charge is applicable to all visits. Fees are scaled for
that person without a health plan who is unable to pay the full charge, ftowever , for
fee scaling, federal regulations require a financial statenent be completed by the
patient or responsible person. Town monies subsidize those visits that are scaled
or that no fee is collectible.
This Agency is certified as a Medicare/Medicaid provider, licensed by the State of NH
and is a member agency of the United Way of Merrimack County.
"Itital visits made during the year October 1, 1986 through September 30, 1987:
No. of Clients visits
Home Care 40 220
Health Promotion 13 13
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CENTRAL NEW HAMPSHIRE REGIONAL PLANNING COMMISSION
December 2, 1987
Chichester Board of Selectmen
and Budget Committee
Town Office
Chichester, New Hampshire 03263
Re: CNHRPC dues assessments for FY 88-89
Board of Selectmen:
At its regular meeting of November 12, 1987, the Central New
Hampshire Regional Planning Commission adopted a dues assessment
rate for Fiscal Year 1989 (July 1, 1988 through June 30, 1989).
The assessment rate is $.75 per capita based on the Office of
State Planning population estimates of July 1, 1986 (published
August 1987).
Your assessment, based on the formula adopted is:
7-1-86 Population FY-89 dues assessment
187 2 X$.75 = i_ljL404
The dues assessment is rounded to the nearest dollar.
We do need your support and participation. We feel that we
have made progress toward identifying the issues facing the
region and are building a solid program of technical assistance
for member communities.
Before the end of the year you will receive a copy of our
annual report for FY 86-87. In addition you will receive a short
report on our activities in your community over the past year.

















ANNUAL REPORT OF THE SCHOOL DISTRICT
of Chichester, N.H.
School Board
A. ALLAN CLARK Term Kxpires 1988
FREDA JONES Term [•;xpires 1989
H. DEXTER HEDSTROM Terra Kxplres 1990
Superintendent of Schools
PAUL DEMINICO
Assistant Superintendent of Schools
THOMAS HALEY





PATRICIA BROWN PAULA JACOBSON
JOHN FARNUM MARILYN KOLADISH
JAMES FIFTY JOHANNA SANBORN
JEAN FIFTY VIRGINIA SANBORN
JANINE GERDES ^UE WILLIAMS
Special Education






















CHICHESTER SCHOOL DISTRICT WARRANT
STATt OK NKW HAMPSHIRE
TO THE INHABITANTS OK THE SCHOOL DISTRICT IN THE TOWN OF CHICHESTER,
gUALIFIED TO VOTE IN DISTRICT AFFAIRS:
You are hereby notitied to meet at the Town Hall in said District, on
the 8th day of March, 1988 at 10:00 o'clock, in the forenoon, to act upon
ttie following subjects:
1. To choose a Moderator tor the ensuing year.
2. To choose a Clerk for the ensuing year.
3. To choose a member of the School Board for the ensuing three years.
4. To choose a Treasurer for the ensuing year.
5. To choose an Auditor for the ensuing year.
The polls are to open at 10:00 A.M. and will close not earlier Chan 6:00
o'clock. P.M.
All other School District business to be conducted at the regular School
District meeting as otherwise posted.





THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
TO THE INHABITANTS OF THE SCHOOL DISTRICT IN THE TOWN OF CHICHESTER,
QUALIFIED TO VOTE IN DISTRICT AFFAIRS:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Grange Hall in said District, on
the 5th day of March, 1988 at 1 o'clock in the afternoon to act upon the
following subjects:
1. To see if the District will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $1,500,000.00 for the renovation of existing school facilities,
construction of an addition to the Chichester Elementary School, and
replacement of underground oil storage tank and said sum to be in addition
to any federal, state or private funds made available therefor, and to
authorize the issuance of not more Chan $1,500,000.00 of bonds or notes
therefor in accordance with the provisions of the Municipal Finance Act
(RSA Chapter 33); to authorize the School Board to contract or apply for,
obtain and accept federal, state or other aid, if any, which may be
available for said project and to comply with all laws applicable Co said
projecc and to authorize the School Board to negotiate and issue such bonds
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or iioces and Co determine the rate ot interest rlu/riMjn and the maturity and
other terms thereof; furthermore Co aucliorize tUv School Board to use Clie
interesC earned from sliort-terra Investment ot bond or note proceeds to
apply to the cost of construction, equipment .md furnishings of the
project, and Co furcher authorize Che School lio.ird to take any and ail
actions necessary Co c.irry ouC any voce hereunder; and to take any other
action relative thereto. (2/3 ballot vote required).
2. To see if the District will vote to authorize the School Board Co
apply for, accept, and expend, without further action by Che School
DisCricC MeeCing, money from Che staCe, including N.H. SweepsCakes Surplus,
federal, or ocher governraenCal unic or a private source which becomes
available during the 1988-89 school fiscal year, provided that such
expenditure be made for purposes for which a School District may
appropriate money and that such expenditure not require the expenditure of
other School District funds. Further, that the School Board hold a public
hearing prior to accepting and spending such money.
3. To see if Che DiscricC will voce Co auchorize Che School Board Co
accepC gifCs and donaCions from other sources on behalf of Che School
DisCricC.
A. To deCermine and appoinC the salaries of the School Board and
Truant Officer, and fix Che compensacion of any oCher officers or agenCs of
Che discricc.
5. To see if the District will voce Co raise and appropriace Che sum
of $24,000.00 Co replace underground oil sCorage Cank aC Che Chichescer
General School in compliance wich sCate and EPA regulacions, and furcher Co
authorize Che School Board Co Cake all necessary accion related ChereCo.
6. To hear Che reporCs of AgenCs, Auditors
chosen and pass any vote relating ChereCo.
7. To choose AgenCs and Commitcees in relacion Co any subjecC embraced
in this Warrant.
8. To see what sum of money Che DisCricC will raise and appropriaCe
for the support of schools, for the salaries, negotiated and otherwise, of
School DisCricC officials and agenCs and for Che paymenC of staCuCory
obligations of Che DisCricC and Co auchorize Che applicaclon againsC said
appr op r ia C Ion of such sums as are escimaced to be received from Che scace
foundacion aid cogecher wich oCher income; the School Board to cercify Co
the Seleccmen, the balance becween Che estimaCed revenue and app r o p r i a
C
ion .
Which balance is Co be raised by Caxes by the town.
9. To CransacC any ocher business Chat may legally come before said
raee C i ng
.
Commiccees, or Officers



























































































































Revenues & Credits Available
To Reduce School Taxes
770 Unrcsened Fund Balance S
3110 Foundation Aid
3210 School Building Aid
3240 Catastrophic Aid
3270 Child Nutrition
4460 Child Nutrition Program
Federal Sources
5 100 Sale of Bonds or Notes
Interest Income from Bond Proceeds





CHICHESTER SCHOOL BOARD REPORT
1987-1988
There is a >pace problem at our school caused by more new homes and an increase in our school aged students. Your
school board alter watching the census reports decided to choose citizens to form a Space Needs Committee. They
reported to the Board in July of 1 987. Thc\' recommended that three additional classrooms and a multipurpose room be
added. They also realized that we need space for special services which provides help to educationally handicapped
students. Recommendations to renovate and update the existing building were also made. The School Board accepted the
report and decided to name a Building Committee.
In September a Building Committee was appointed and is chaired by .Ansel Sanborn, who also chaired the Space
Needs Committee. The charge given this committee included the following:
I. Rexiew the Chichester Space Needs Report
II. Rev ieu' the building site in order to become familiar with the strengths and weaknesses of the existing facility.
III. Re\iew and understand the most recent Department of Education Elementary Minimum Standards of the
State of New Hampshire.
I\'. Review the School Board requests which include:
A. Three additional classrooms.
B. One special needs classroom.
C. Staff area to include a Principal's Office. Conference Room and a Teacher's Room.
D. A multipurpose room.
E. Space for storage.
F. Additional play area and additional vehicle parking spaces.
V. Consider improvements and renovations related to the roof and building facade.
VI. To investigate the bonding and debt schedule and related tax implications.
The committee has completed its charge and we are ready to present to you an addition and renovation plan for your
acceptance.
Many people in town have an interest in seeing that our children do well and are successful in our school. Parents
volunteer time in our library as well as helping classroom teachers in a time of need. Our teachers frequently work beyond
the call ofduty to help make our programs successful. Many thanks to all ofyou who help make our school a good place for
children to leant.
We would like to thank Francis Pike for the excellent work that he is doing in maintaining our school building. The
improved environment for our students and staff is greatly appreciated.
Chichester School Board




REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
Growth in studfiiL fiiro 1 1 milmi t combined with the newiy adopted state recoinmi'iulfil
eiementary school standards continue to be the major issues lacing the Chichester school
community. As a result, the Chichester School Board cliarged a Building Committcf to
review past, present and projected enrollment data along with elementary standards. The
Committee, chaired by Mr. Ansel Sanborn, has proposed the addition and renovation ol the
Chichester Central School. Included in the building project are additional classroom- tor
increases in enrollment and a multi-purpose room tor sports, music, drama and community
activities. The School Board has approved the Committee's recommendation and proposes the
building project at the March, 1988 school district meeting. Un behalf of the Chichester
School Board, 1 would like to extend my appreciation to the members of the Building
Committee tor their hard work and their dedication to the children of Chichester. They
are: Ansel Sanborn, Chairman, Kathy Baura, Michael Brooks, Olive Edmunds, Richard Kowler,
Freda Jones, Frank Lemay, Robert Mann, Charles Rausher, Johanna Sanborn and Dan VanKeuren.
On another space related topic and because all five school districts ot SAU f/5J are
experiencing similar space issues, an SAU wide space needs study committee was organized
to begin the investigation of a cooperative or an authorized regional enrollment area
(AREA) at the middle grade level. All five towns of SAU #53 were represented on the
committee which organized itself into three subcommittees; enrollment and statistics,
curriculum, and organization (benefits of cooperative vs. AREA). The committee reported
its progress to the SAU Sclcool Board on December 16, 1987 and concluded:
"[The committee believes that it had] gone as far as possible on these
Issues, given the current conditions that exist. Once individual towns
decide the fate of currently planned bond issues, the situation should
become clearer. We recommend that no further work be undertaken until
after school district meetings in March. At that time, any number of
different combinations of districts may decide to pursue the subject
further and could form new committees to deliberate on those specific
options. The committee is currently in recess ..."
I would like to thank, on behalf of the SAU //53 School Board, the members ol tlie
committee for their work and their willingness to continue their work later this spring.
The members of the SAU Cooperative/AREA Committee are: Allenstown - Chairman Frank
Danieli, Leigh McDonnell, Donald Coulsey; Chichester - Jane Welch; Deerfield - Joan
Bilodeau, John Brinkler, Dennis Kuczewski; Epsom - Gary Benner, Thomas Lalish; Pembroke -
Jerry Fleury, Stanley Grimes, Ronald Rush.
While the Board, the Chichester Building Committee, and the SAU Office staff grapple
with space issues, the principal, teachers and support staff have been very active in
providing the children of Chichester with the very best in service and in program. Many
fine activities related to academics, athletics and activities occur on a regular basis at
Chichester Central School.
The 1987 fall standardized test scores indicate high achievement in the areas ot
reading, math, science and social studies for 4th and 8tli graders. Chichester students
have scored well above national averages and generally above averages in New Hampshire.
Much time has been devoted to the analysis of these test scores and as presented to you
last year in my report, 1 offer the following cautionary note when one interprets and uses
the results of test scores.
...standardized test scores are just one component in evaluating school
effectiveness. Various factors enter into fluctuating test scores which
may include: matching what is taught with what is tested, the number ot
students taking the test, the ability of students taking the test, the
conditions in which the test was administered, and the amount of time spent
preparing students on how to take standardized tests. The list is
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certainly not a 1 i-inc Lust ve . L bring this information to your attention so
that judgements are not made on thu success or Lack of success of your
school based exclusively on test scores in a given year.
Upward trends in test scores (over time) along with declining drop out
rates. Increased enrollment in honor classes, improved reading scores,
Increased post secondary school admissions, increased student leisure time
in academic pursuits (i.e. reading, computer), and increased interest in
school activities show a more accurate picture whicli reflects a positive
evaluation. If these trends are reversed, the picture would be negative.
If trends are mixed, so is the picture. The point is that goals in
education are complex and the measure of the success or failure of such
goals is complex as well. When we look at the Chichester picture, in its
entirety, we have much to be proud of.
Chapter 1, a federally funded program under the direction of Ms. Janet Snyder of SAU
#53, continues to provide Chichester students remediation in the areas of reading and
mathematics. These remedial instructional activities are intended to assist previously
identified youngsters on site at the elementary school. Presently, $22,834.27 in federal
funds are used for the hire of two Chapter 1 teachers and for the purchase of
instructional materials and equipment to assist youngsters in their learning. The Chapter
I program serves a total of 29 students in grades 1-8. Federal funding for the 1988-89
school year is expected to continue and the same level of services are expected to be
maintained.
Citizen participation in an organized form such as the P.T.A. or in other forms such as
periodic volunteerism in the Chichester Central School is one important factor for the
success of our school. 1 thank you all for your involvement in the school and wish to
encourage others to participate. Please feel free to contact the school principal, Mr.
Fowler, should you wish to become more active in your school.
Finally, I am pleased to bring to your attention the hire of two very capable assistant
superintendents who have worked tirelessly throughout this school year to provide the
school districts of SAU #53 service and expertise in curriculum, instruction and financial
management. Mr. Thomas Haley was elected in June to serve as Assistant Superintendent of
Schools. Tom's primary responsibility is to assist the school districts in curriculum,
instruction and evaluation of programs. As most of you know, Tom came to the SAU office
from Pembroke Academy where he served as Headmaster since February, 1982. Tom is
certified as an Assistant Superintendent in the State of New Hampshire and is presently
completing a certificate of advanced graduate study (C.A.G.S.) from the University of New
Hampshire. A native of Massachusetts, Tom has outstanding experiences as a teacher and
school administrator prior to his move to Pembroke. Tom resides in Pembroke with his
wife, Jean, and their two young children, Kate and Cara. Mr. Jack Henderson was elected
in June to serve as Assistant Superintendent for Business. Jack has a strong academic
background in business and personnel management, with graduate degrees in both areas. He
is certified as a New Hampshire Assistant Superintendent. Jack's past experiences as
teacher, naval officer, town administrator and school business administrator make him a
very valuable addition to this office. Jack and his wife, Susan, and their two sons, Todd
and Shawn, reside in Alton.
I thank you for your support during my first year as your superintendent and look







Chichester central School opened in Septemlier, l')87 with an enrollment of
211 students. The str.ff was as follows;
Readiness & Grade 1

























Chichester Central School is a special school in a caring community. The
interest, care and involvement of the community towards the school reflects
in the attendance at sports events, holiday fairs, music and drama performances
athletic award nights, academic award nights and science fairs. The interest
also is shown by the number of volunteers who give their time to help the
school as library aides, room mothers, workers at book fairs and fund raisers,
as well as parents who enter the classrooms to help the teachers, read to the
students and tell about their careers and jobs. The hours spent by the Multipurpose
Room Committee and the Building Committee really shows the commitment to good
education by Chichester Citizens.
The performances of our students, each year, make us proud of Chichester
Central. This year's state testing results indicate that our graduating class
of 1988 were surpassed by only 21 schools out of 123 schools tested in the state.
In math and social studies, only 3 schools did better than our 8th graders, and
only 9 schools did better in science. These high scores are a reflection of the
interest in education in Chichester of both parents and students and of the
dedication and experience of the staff.
My sincere thanks to everyone who have provided time, energy and encouragement,







July 1, 1986 - June 30, 1987
Beginning Balance, Jiiiy I 98b
Receipts :
Lunch and milk sales, cliiniren





















F. 1 .C . A.
E xpe nd a b 1 e s
Propane Gas
Repair of equipment












































Number lunches served to children 23,554
Number lunches served to adults 1,088
Average serveddaily 137
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CHICHESTER STUDENTS ATTENDING PEMBROKE ACADEMY
L'u 1 L L on Ka te $ 3 , bOO . 00
14 8 7-1988









































Meeha n , Jeffrey
Merrill, William
Messina, Heidi





























M u 7. /. e y , ( ; a r y
P a V a d i s , D a V i d
Perron, G h r i s t o p li e r
P e t r o p o u I o s , A 1 e x a
Preve, Lynn
Provencher, J e f t e r y
St.immen, Heidi
Stephens, Richard
W a I L e n s t e i n , Andrew
Walter, Dwayne Scott

























AS OF SEPTEMBER 1987
1986 1987 SCHOOL PERSONNEL
CHICHESTER TEACHER ROSTER
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J a c o b s o n , Paula
K o 1 a n d 1 s 1^ , Marilyn
S a n b o r n , Johanna
Sanborn, Virginia
Williams, Sue
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Assistant Principal Williams, Sue
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REAL ESTATE ASSESSMENT AND TAX
FOR THE YEAR ENDING 1987
Owner
A. J. C. INVESTMENTS
ABBOTT, WILLIAM & BRIDGET
ADAMS, BLAKE E
ADAMS, BLAKE l
AHEARN, THOMAS & LAURA
AMES, HAROLD W & JOAN M
ANDERSON, DONALD T & ERANCES W
ANDERSON, ROBERT SR & LORRAINE
ANDREWS, JEFFREY G & GLORIA S
ARELL, VELNAK
ARNOLD, JOSEPH & PURITA
ARSENAULT, JOHN E & FRANCIS L
ARSENAULT, JOHN E & FRANCIS L
ARSENAULT, JOHN E & FRANCIS L
ARSENAULT, JOHN E & FRANCIS L
ASHBY, EDWIN R & MARILYN R
AUDET, JOYCE DERRY
AUDETTE, PHILIP & SUSAN
AUSTIN, JOSEPH A
AUSTIN, JOSEPH A
BAILAT, PAUL D & EDITH M
BAILEY, ANDREW F & PATRICIA
BAILEY, CHARLES
BAILEY, DON W & WINIFRED H
BAILEY, HELENA
BAILEY, JAMES & KATHY
BAILEY, NANCY B
BAILEY, THEODORE G & EDNA B
BAILEY, THEODORE G & EDNA B
BAILLARGEON, PAUL D
BAKER, BESSIE S
BANKS, DAVID A & ALICE L
BANKS, DAVID A & ALICE L
BARRETT, CAROL A
BARTLETT, ELBRIDGE M & WINIFRED
BARTLETT, ROBERT G SR & ARLINE
BARTLETT, ROBERT G SR & ARLINE
BATCHELDER, HARVEY W & ARLENE B
BATES, JAMES & EUNICE
BATES, JAMES C JR X. EUNICE
BATES. JOHN H & EDITH P
BATES, JOHN H & EDITH P
BATES, JOHN H & EDITH P
BAUM, MARK
BAUM, ROY A & KATHLEEN
BECKER, JEROME & CARMELLA
BELANGER, ORA
BENNETT, HAROLD J
BERNARD, EHILE R & ETHEL A
BICKERT, DAVID P




BROWN, SILPHEtl K PHYLLIS
BRYAN, BRADY L & HARY M
BURKE, \iALTER M & JOAN M
BURLEIGH, DANIEL C & VIRGINIA Y
BYRNES, lAHRHICt
RYRNiS, lAWRfNCI F




CALL, CHARLES E i JANE B
CALL, DENNIS & DEMISE
CAMERINO, S. V.
CAPOBIANCO, RALPH T & BARBARA J
CAPOBIANCO. RALPH T & BARBARA J
CARTER. DAVID F & BEULAH H
CARTER, ELLEN
CASTELLANO, PAUL & IRENE
CASWELL, ALICE
CATAPANO, NICHOLAS V & CINDY L
CAVANAUGH, BRIAN & M. JANE
CERIA, RAYMOND
CHAGNON, FREDERICK L & DONNA
CHAGNON, WILFRED
CHAGNON, WILFRED & DORIS
CHAPMAN, DOROTHY
CHARBONNEAU FAMILY DEVELOPMENT CO










CLARK, A. ALUN & JUDITH M
CLARK, DENNIS & CATHERINE
CLARK, JAMES W & HOLLY S
CLARK, MELVIN H
CLARK, VIOLA H
C LARKS GRAIN STORE, INC
CLEASBY, LAWRENCE C
CLEASBY, LAWRENCE C & ETHEL
CLEASBY, LAWRENCE C & ETHEL
CLEASBY, LAWRENCE
CLEASBY, LAWRENCE & ETHEL
CLEVELAND, JAMES W & KATHERINE
COBURN, ANDREW SR i CARMEL
COBURN, CARMEL
COCHRAN, MERLIN F & PAULINE M
COFFEY, RONALD H & ELAINE R


















































































































HACKNIY, ROBtRI J f. AUDRf Y
HACKNtY, ROBtRI J J. AUDRfcY
HALL, DAVID i JOAN
HALI , DOUGLAS & KAREN
HAll , HAROLD
HALI QUI ST, C. DAVID & JOAN B
HAMLL, DOUGLAS & CORNELIA
HAMEL, DOUGLAS H
HAMEL, DOUGLAS H & CORNELIA M
HAMEL, DOUGLAS H & CORNELIA M
HAMEL, DOUGLAS H & CORNELIA M
HAMILTON, DIANA P
HAMILTON, DIANA P
HAMHEN, PETER G & RUTH E
HAMMEN, PETER G & RUTH E
HAMMOND, LARRY
HANRIGHT, ROBERT & KIM
HANSON, BRUCE
HANSON, RICHARD & LILLIANE
HARDIMAN, WILLIAM & CAROL
HARMOND, HARRY & LILY
HARRIS, H R & J T TRUSTEES
HARRIS, RANDY & OEBRA
HARRIS, ROBERT G & CAROL R
HARRISON, WILLIAM G & BERTHA M
HART, HARVEY & CAROLYN
HASKETT, WILLIAM F & MARGARET
HATCH, ALBERT
HATCH, ALBERT L & GERALDINE
HATCH, FRANK Bill
HATCH, FRANK B JR & JUNE E
HAUCK, CHARLES & PATRICIA
HEAD, R & A
HEARTZ, JOAN
HEATH, WALTER & HATTIE
HEDSTROM, HERBERT D & KATHLEEN





HEMMILA, LESLIE A & VALERIE P
HEMONO, ROBERT & J
HEMONO, RONALD
HENDEE, JOHN J JR & CAROL A
HENSHAW, ROBERT & NATALIE
HILLIARO, HAROLD C & INA R




HILTON, JAMES A i JOYCE M
HILTON, JAMES A & JOYCE M
HOLBROOK, MALCOLM I ELAINE
HOlDEN, MARK & PEGGY
\ld 1 uc
Owner
K[NN[All Y. IIHOIHY J )i PAIRICIA
KEMlNCfR, RICHARD I
KIMBAI I , lUtLLAN 14 ROSE
klMBAlL. lUtLLAN [ K ROSt A
KING'S GRANT BUILDING CORP
KING, ALICE ANNIE
KINGSTON, RICHARD S
KIRPOLENKO, EDWARD R & LIDIA
KNEELAND, HARK A & WENDY R
KNIGHT, KINNLIH & CAROL B
KNIGHT, KENNETH & CAROL B
KOSKO, CHET & BARBARA
KOSKO, LEON E & HAXINE A
KOSKO, MAURICE
KROCHMAL, JAMES H & GLORIA
LADD, LEVI
LADD, LUCILLE A & BETTY G
LAFLEUR, W. A. & J. M.
LAELEUR, WAYNE A & JANICE
LAKE, DORIS M
LAMBERT, GARY & SHEILA






LANDRY, ROGER & LINDA
LAPIERRE, THOMAS & LINDA D
LAPLANTE, CHERYL L
LAPLANTE, DONALD
LATORELLA, ROBERT & CAROL
LAVALLEY, RAYMOND
LAVIN, JOSEPH S & FLORENCE E
LAVOIE, RONALD G
LAWSON, CYNTHIA





LEDOUX, BRIAN & LAUREN
LEE, CANUTE
LEMAY, FRANK H & JOYCE
LEMMON, RICHARD E
LEMMON, RICHARD E & KARIN R
LENAHAN, JAMES B & JOYCE E
LESIEUR, DONALD R & JUDITH
LESIEUR, RONALD D & LYNNE
LEVESQUE, RENE J & NANCY E
LEWIS, BARRY & DEBORAH
LEWIS, BARRY & DEBORAH
LEWIS, RALPH & KAREN
LIENHART, ROBERT L & ELAINE M
LILLIOS, STEFAN V i GAIL A
Va 1 ijo
Owner




MCDOWELL, HEAL & JANICE
MCDUFFIE, DANIEL H & BETTY M
MCINTOSH, LEWIS & JOANNA
MCKOAN, THOMAS F & DORIS F
MCLACHIAN, M C
MCLEAN, MICHAEL








MERRILL, KARL & FRANK L
MESSINA, VINCENT B & INGRID M
METCALF, DONALD
MICHAEL, KAREN E
MICHAUD, RONALD G & PEARL
MICHAUD, TED
MICUCCI, CARL A & DIAIINE
MICUCCI. CARL A & DIANNE
MICUCCI, CARL A & DIANE
MIHACHIK, DAVID A & KATHLEEN
MILLER, RALPH E & DEBORAH




MITCHELL, BERNARD A SR
MITCHELL, COURTLAND & SYLVIA
MITCHELL, JUDITH R
MITCHELL, RICHARD & FRANCENIA
MOBBS, JAMES & H. CHRISTINE
MOBBS, JAMES & H. CHRISTINE
MOBBS. MICHAEL & DIANE M
MOBBS, OLIVER & MARGUARETE
MOBBS, OLIVER & MARGUARETE E
MOBBS, OLIVER & MARGUARETE E





MONGAN, EUGENE F & MARIE
MOODY, JUDITH R
MOORE, G DALE
MOORE, ROBERT A & RUTH E
MORGADO, DONALD J & DIANE L
MORGADO, DONALD J






WIIUNHIRG. ALAN .-. lOkRAlHt 39100 956.83
WlADKOWSKl. tnWARl) .1 4 VIOL LI /OOSO 1/53. /O
WLADKOWSKl, EDWARD J ^ VI 01 EL 5900 151.93
WYAir. CRAIG A i JI AN S 46600 1211.95
WYSE, CARL & MARJORIE 16580 426.94
WYSS, CARL JR & MARJORIE E 50400 1505.30
YEATON, A. GLENN & JANICE H 60400 1555.30
YEE, JAMES 56100 1444.58
YNGVE, HENRY G & BETTY A 5900 177.68
YOUNG, KEVIN & NANCY 53100 1317.33
ZERAS, PETER 19800 509.85
ZERAS. PETER 147000 3785.25
ZIRNGIEBEL, ARTHUR & PHYLLIS 12400 269.30
100


